Visionlink
Infection & Quarantine Tracker

Built for Partners
Deployed for local public health officials tracking COVID-19.
Deployed by 2-1-1’s & community call centers to manage participant status and symptoms.

Reliable & Proven
Visionlink supports disaster response across all U.S. states and territories, millions of 2-1-1 contact records, and hundreds of millions in financial assistance distributions.
Existing customers may use their current licenses; new customers can access these tools for dollars a day. Limited launch charges and text message charges apply.

For More Information
Contact our solutions team. COVID-19@visionlink.org
www.visionlink.org
303 402 0170
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Infection & Quarantine Tracker

Identify the Population
Easily register people under observation or in voluntary/mandated quarantines.

Daily Checks
Participants receive automatic daily reminders and provide daily updates (with their smartphone).

Reports and Trends
Reports and dashboards are delivered to public health officials automatically.

Answer Public Questions
National resources are pre-loaded. Add your own local resources to provide information to your local service area.

Nation-Wide, Local Control
De-identified for national analytics. Local data under local control.